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Dear colleagues and friends,

We are proud to present you with our 2017 research report, 
which showcases the latest research activities within the 
Department of Business administration at the Georg- august-
universität Göttingen. as an additional extra, this report 
chronicles an exciting period of transition and expansion at 
our department. many of the department’s chairs have 
changed leadership as new chair-holders have been 
appointed. Furthermore, the department has successfully 
established three new chairs: the chair of electronic Finance 
and Digital markets, the chair of human Resources 
management and asian Business, and the chair of 
 marketing and innovation management. in addition, five 
new positions for assistant Professors have been created 
within the management, Business education, and marketing 
and channel management Groups.

our new colleagues not only share our passion and 
dedication to high-quality research but they also provide a 
renewed impulse to the department’s teaching activities. 
This creates exciting new opportunities for the department 
to further its internationalization. The department’s 
 expansion of research resources can be largely attributed to 
faculty members’ success in attracting third-party funding 
from institutions such as the German Research Foundation 
(DFG). These resources include: an increasing set of 
databases available for empirical research; state-of-the-art 
facilities for experimental studies at the Göttingen 

 labo ratory of Behavioral economics (GloBe); and an 
increasing number of specialized Ph.D. courses as part of  
a structured doctoral program. collectively, these new 
resources greatly enhance the research environment for 
senior researchers, junior faculty, and Ph.D. students alike, 
as well as advancing the  department’s journey in becoming 
one of europe’s top research institutions.

This research report showcases the department’s ongoing 
internationalization and strong research orientation through 
the presentation of its research profile, its four Groups, and 
the faculty members. The core research activities of the 
department include publications in leading international 
journals,  high-level research cooperations and network 
activities, external funding of research projects and researcher 
groups, and the development of Ph.D. programs. individual 
research profiles of faculty members feature their research 
areas, major publications, and research-related activities.

We invite you to contact our faculty members and engage 
in a profitable exchange of ideas, and explore new research 
networks and opportunities. We look forward to your 
feedback.

enjoy the read!

lutz Kolbe, yasemin Boztuğ

Research at Göttingen’s Department   
of Business Administration

Lutz Kolbe,  
Dean

Yasemin Boztuğ,
Head of Department
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Founded in 1737, the Georg-august-universität Göttingen 
is an internationally acclaimed university with a strong 
focus on research-based teaching. it bears the name of its 
founder, Georg august, King George ii of Great Britain, 
elector and Duke of Brunswick-lüneburg, hanover.

Göttingen Campus
The pillars of the Georg-august-universität are represented 
by its long-standing research tradition and research subject 
diversity. almost all academic disciplines (including 
medicine) are represented in the 13 faculties, the exception 
being engineering sciences. The Georg-august- universität is 
also renowned for its network of first class external research 
institutions, such as the Göttingen academy of Sciences,  
the German Primate center, the German aerospace center 
and five max Planck institutes. Together with these local 
partners, a research and teaching collaboration has been 
formed which remains unique throughout Germany.  
The university has played a key role in influencing the  
city’s development and has actively contributed to the 
“Göttingen spirit”, ever since its foundation.

Studying with Excellence
Göttingen has a lot to offer as a student city. The Georg- 
august-universität has developed innovative and well-tailored 
bachelor and master programs with a strong international 
focus. over 31,000 young people currently study in 
Göttingen, which is centrally located in Germany and 
europe. Twelve per cent of students are from abroad –  
a clear indication of the university’s international appeal.

The Göttingen Nobel Prize Phenomenon
over the course of its 275-year history as an internationally 
renowned research university, the Georg-august-universität 
has built a tradition of attracting the world’s “best minds”. 
one of them was the mathematician, astronomer, and 
physicist carl Friedrich Gauss, who studied in Göttingen 
from 1795–1798 and was later appointed as the Director of 
the university observatory.

it is personalities like Gauss who have laid the foundation 
for the university’s international reputation, and who 
continue to shape the university to the present day. as a 
consequence, the university is closely associated with more 
than forty nobel Prize winners – more than any other city 
in europe, with the exception of Stockholm, of course. 
Fourteen of the nobel Prize winners were awarded the 
prize for research conducted during their time in Göttingen. 
a recent example is Göttingen’s Stefan hell, who won the 
2014 noble Prize for chemistry. 

The University in Rankings
Times higher education (The) World university Ranking 
(2016/17):
no. 11 in Germany * no. 45 in europe * no. 112 worldwide

Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) World university Ranking 
(2016/17):
no. 11 in Germany * no. 76 in europe * no. 177 worldwide

Shanghai Ranking of World universities (2016/17):
no. 4–8 in Germany * no. 101–150 worldwide

The Georg-August-Universität Göttingen:  
Research and Education with the “Göttingen Spirit”
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The international focus of the Georg-august-universität is 
influenced by its diverse range of worldwide cooperations –  
currently 744 cooperations with 875 institutions in 117 
countries. The university is a cosmopolitan institution that 
recognizes the importance of cultural diversity within 
research and teaching. as such, it is a member of inter-
national university networks such as the coimbra Group 
and the u4 network.

The coimbra Group is a network of renowned higher 
education institutions across europe. The network was 
founded in 1987 to promote the exchange of students and 
faculty members. it promotes the latest developments in the 
european education system, and facilitates global research 
projects along with 40 participating universities. in 2008, 
the coimbra Group founded the u4 network. This network 
is a strategic partnership among four universities: Ghent 
(Belgium), Groningen (The netherlands), uppsala (Sweden) 
and Göttingen.

additionally in 2008, the Georg-august-universität 
Göttingen founded a liaison office in china in order to 
strengthen ties with chinese universities and research 
institutions. The china office at the university of nanjing 
operates as a contact and information point for chinese 
academics and students who are interested in the 
Georg-august-universität and vice versa.

Celebrating Diversity  
and International Exchange 
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The Faculty of economic Sciences is one of the largest in 
Germany and a vibrant intellectual community of more 
than 4,500 enrolled students, 28 professors and 6 honorary 
professors. The faculty also boasts a large research staff of 
around 180 research associates as well as 52 assistant 
professors and postdocs. additionally, the faculty regularly 
hosts international  scholars. The eduniversal Worldwide 
Business Schools Ranking 2016 has named it as an 
 “eXcellenT business school with  reinforcing inter national 
influence”. 

Excellent Research with Impact
The diverse research fields of the faculty overlap in the three 
key areas compliance and Governance, marketing and 
consumer Science and Global change and Development. 
These research areas transcend traditional disciplinary 
boundaries. in doing so, they help foster interdisciplinary 
collaboration across all the subject areas including business, 
economics, information systems, economic and social 
history, statistics, and econometrics. 

Faculty members are frequently recognized for their 
research contributions, which are regularly published in top 
international journals. moreover, researchers from different 
subject areas collaborate in interdisciplinary centers such as 
the center for modern east asian Studies (cemeaS), the 
center for modern indian Studies (cemiS), the center for 
european, Governance and economic Development 
Research (cege) and the Göttingen center for Digital 
humanities (GcDh).

Academic Programs That Make a Difference
The Faculty of economic Sciences offers a variety of academic 
programs that prepare students for professional success. at the 
bachelor’s level, students can select from business adminis-
tration, economics, business information systems and human 
resources. at the master’s level, programs range from key 
areas such as business adminis tration and economics to a 
more specialized education in information systems, business 
and human resources, taxation, applied statistics, as well as 

economic and social history. in total, the faculty offers five 
bachelor degree and ten master degree programs.

This portfolio of academic programs delivers outstanding 
educational experiences and equips students with the 
critical capabilities that are highly sought after in the 
marketplace. Furthermore, the Faculty of economic 
Sciences offers a structured doctoral program within the 
Göttingen Graduate School of Social Sciences (GGG).  
The objective is to bring doctoral students and faculty 
members together in order to strengthen students’ research 
capabilities and to prepare them for a successful career path 
in academia or industry. 

Truly International Focus
The faculty runs exchange programs with universities across 
the globe. Within the erasmus Program of the european com-
mission, students can choose between more than 60 univer-
sities. There are also additional exchange programs with aus-
tralia, china, Japan, South Korea, Thailand, indonesia, the West 
indies, South africa, latin america, the united States, Russia 
and ukraine. overall, the faculty currently offers 135 exchange 
programs in 33 countries worldwide providing students with 
the global mindset needed for today’s market environment.
The Faculty of economic Sciences offers different oppor-
tunities to earn a double degree in cooperation with 
renowned partner universities:
m.Sc. in Finance, accounting and Taxes: Double degree 
program in cooperation with the university of Ghent 
(Belgium)
m.Sc. in Global Business (starting in 2018/2019 winter 
semester): Double degree program in cooperation with the 
university of nanjing (china)
m.a. in international economics: Double degree program in 
cooperation with the university of Groningen (The nether-
lands)
m.a. in Development economics: Double degree program 
in cooperation with the university of Stellenbosch (South 
africa) and the university of Florence (italy)

One of Germany’s Top Faculties  
in Economic Sciences
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at the Georg-august-universität Göttingen, economic 
science has been a core discipline of research and teaching 
since the university’s founding in 1737. originally, the first 
curricula offered by the faculty were insurance Science in 
1895 and Political Science (the predecessor of economics) 
in 1899. in 1922, the university split economic Studies 
from Business administration and founded the program 
economic Studies of Firms, which later became Business 
administration.

in 1950, the Georg-august-universität rapidly expanded its 
economic Studies program. a host of new professorships 
were created in 1954 and 1955, as well as a full degree 
program in Business administration (Diplom-Kaufmann).  
in 1961, a full-time program of Business education was 
launched, which resulted in the degree of Diplom-Handels-
lehrer. one year later, the Faculty of economics and Social 
Sciences was established, which was then dissolved in 
1981. Since then, economic Sciences has been run 
independently of other faculties, and in 1997, it became 
officially known as the Faculty of economic Sciences. 

A Faculty with  
Long-Standing Tradition 
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The Department of Business administration is organized 
into four Groups:

Finance, Accounting, and Taxation Group
chair of accounting and auditing (Prof. Jörg-markus hitz)
chair of Business Taxation (Prof. andreas oestreicher)
chair of electronic Finance and Digital markets  
(Prof. Jan muntermann)
chair of Finance (Prof. olaf Korn) 
chair of Finance and control (Prof. Stefan Dierkes)

Management Group
chair of human Resources management and asian 
Business (Prof. Fabian Froese)
chair of information management (Prof. lutz Kolbe)
chair of management and control (Prof. michael Wolff)
chair of organization and corporate Development  
(Prof. indre maurer)
chair of Production and logistics (Prof. Jutta Geldermann)

Business Education Group
chair of Business education and human Resource 
 Development (Prof. Susan Seeber)
Junior Professorship in Business education with focus on 
educational management (ass. Prof. cornelia Tonhäuser)

Marketing and Channel Management Group
chair of application Systems and e-Business  
(Prof. matthias Schumann)
 chair of marketing and consumer Behavior  
(Prof. yasemin Boztuğ)
 chair of marketing and innovation management  
(Prof. maik hammerschmidt)
chair of Retailing (Prof. Waldemar Toporowski)

The Department of Business Administration
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Department of Business Administration – from left to right: 
First row (sitting): Fabian Froese, Nicole Naeve-Stoß (in Göttingen until March 2016), Lutz Kolbe, Anna Katharina Bader, Steffen Jahn, 
 Hauke Wetzel, Cornelia Tonhäuser, Lars-Peter Lauven, Indre Maurer 
Second row: Jan Muntermann, Yasemin Boztuğ, Matthias Schumann, Jutta Geldermann, Susan Seeber, Alexander Merz, Maik Hammerschmidt, 
Andreas Oestreicher 
Third row: Johann Kranz (in Göttingen until June 2016), Jana Oehmichen, Ossama Elshiewy, Olaf Korn, Till Dannewald (in Göttingen until  
September 2016), Michael Wolff, Stefan Dierkes, Waldemar Toporowski, Jörg-Markus Hitz, Nico Lehmann
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The Finance, accounting, and Taxation Group’s research 
focuses on capital markets, corporate governance, and  the 
role and effects of accounting for firms and their stakehold-
ers. it combines the following chairs:

accounting and auditing
Business Taxation
electronic Finance and Digital markets
Finance 
Finance and control

The following researchers work in the Finance,  
accounting, and Taxation Group:

Full Professors
Stefan Dierkes
Jörg-markus hitz
olaf Korn
Jan muntermann
andreas oestreicher

Assistant Professors
nico lehmann
alexander merz

Honorary Professors
martin Balleer
Jens Blumenberg

in recent years, members of the Group have published  
in leading international journals of the field, including 
european accounting Review, information Systems 
Research, Journal of Banking and Finance, Journal of 
Financial intermediation, Review of Finance, Review of 
managerial Science, Review of Quantitative Finance and 
accounting, and Schmalenbach Business Review. 
 additionally, several members and teams of the Group 
conduct research projects funded by external parties such 
as the German Research Foundation (DFG) and the 
european commission. The Group also hosts a weekly 
research seminar, where Ph.D. candidates and invited 
speakers from renowned international faculties present  
and discuss their work.

in 2014, the members of the Group established the 
 “Graduate Program in accounting Research” (GPaR),  
a structured international Ph.D. program in accounting. 
GPaR, which is run in cooperation with researchers from 
the universities of hanover and osnabrück, offers a wide 
variety of courses for doctoral students. it aims to  familiarize 
Ph.D. students with the current work and methods in 
analytical, experimental and empirical accounting research, 
and to provide a forum for critical discussion.

Finance, Accounting, and Taxation Group
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From left to right: 
First row: Nico Lehmann, Stefan Dierkes, Olaf Korn, Jörg-Markus Hitz 
Second row: Jan Muntermann, Alexander Merz, Andreas Oestreicher
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Stefan Dierkes
Full Professor 
Chair of Finance and Control

Research Areas
Valuation
Value-Based management
Risk management
Sustainability management 
Behavioral management accounting

Selected Publications
corporate Taxes, capital Structure, and Valuation: 
 combining modigliani/miller and miles/ezzell,  
Review of Quantitative Finance and accounting (2017)  
(with ulrich Schäfer).

corporate Valuation, Stuttgart (2015) (with Ralf Diedrich).

Valuation with Divergent Debt and credit interest Rates 
after Personal Taxes, Journal of Business economics (2011) 
(with Ralf Diedrich and hans-christian Gröger).

Discounted cash Flow Valuation with capital Gain Tax, 
Journal of Business economics (2009) (with Ralf Diedrich 
and hans-christian Gröger).

Break even analysis and Risk, Journal of Business econom-
ics (2005).

Teaching
cost and management accounting
Sustainability management
corporate Valuation
Decision Theory
Behavioral management accounting

Awards and Honors
Best Paper award, international association for accounting 
education & Research, 2013

External Activities
lecturer for executive mBa Programs (e.g., health care 
management, marketing management, Project management)

member of the hessian certified Public accountant 
examination committee

Third-Party Projects and Funding
Sustainability management in Vocational education and 
Training, Federal institute for Vocational education and 
Training, Principal investigator, 2016–2019 

Valuation, Pricewaterhousecoopers aG, Principal investi-
gator, 2014–2017

Simulation-Based measurement and Validation of a 
competence model for Sustainability management,  
Federal ministry of education and Research, Principal 
investigator, 2016–2018

Short Biography

Positions
Full Professor of Finance and control,  
university of Göttingen, 2010–present

Full Professor of managerial accounting,  
The Philipp university of marburg, 2003–2010

assistant Professor, leipzig university, 1999–2003

Research associate, university of cologne, 1998–1999

Research associate, martin luther university halle-Witten-
berg, 1994–1998

Education
habilitation in Business administration,  
leipzig university, 2003

Doctorate in Business administration,  
martin luther university halle-Wittenberg, 1998

Diploma in Business administration,  
university of cologne, 1993

Phone: +49 551 39-4466
email: stefan.dierkes@wiwi.uni-goettingen.de
Website: www.wiwi.uni-goettingen.de/finanzenundcontrolling
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Jörg-Markus Hitz
Full Professor
Chair of Accounting and Auditing

Research Areas
international Financial Reporting Standards
market-Based accounting Research
executive compensation
corporate Governance

Selected Publications
market Reactions to the Regulation of executive compensa-
tion, european accounting Review (2015) (with Stephanie 
müller-Bloch).

intended and unintended consequences of mandatory iFRS 
adoption: a Review of extant evidence and Suggestions for 
Future Research, european accounting Review (2013) (with 
ulf Brüggemann and Thorsten Sellhorn).

enforcement of accounting Standards in europe: capital- 
market-Based evidence for the Two-Tier mechanism in 
Germany, european accounting Review (2012) (with Jürgen 
ernstberger and michael Stich).

Relevance of academic Research and Researchers’ Role in 
the iaSB’s Financial Reporting Standard Setting, abacus 
(2009) (with Rolf uwe Fülbier and Thorsten Sellhorn).

The Decision usefulness of Fair Value accounting:  
a Theoretical Perspective, european accounting Review 
(2007).

Teaching
international Financial Reporting Standards
Financial Statement analysis
Principles of auditing
corporate Governance

Awards and Honors
Best Paper award, German  academic association for 
Business Research, 2010

External Activities
editorial Board member, Business Research

ad hoc Reviewer, abacus, accounting horizons, account-
ing in europe, accounting and Business Research, Business 
Research, european accounting Review

Third-Party Projects and Funding
The european Financial Reporting Revolution: compliance, 
consequences and Policy lessons, european commission 
marie curie Research Training network inTaccT, 
Researcher, 2008–2009

Short Biography

Positions
Full Professor of accounting and auditing,  
university of Göttingen, 2009–present

Visiting Professor, Tilburg university, The netherlands, 
2008, 2012

assistant Professor, university of cologne, 2005–2009

Research associate, university of cologne, 2000–2005

Education
habilitation in Business administration,  
university of cologne, 2009

Doctorate in Business administration,  
university of cologne, 2005

Diploma in Business administration,  
university of munich, 1999

Phone: +49 551 39-7313
email: hitz@wiwi.uni-goettingen.de
Website: www.accounting.uni-goettingen.de
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Olaf Korn
Full Professor 
Chair of Finance

Research Areas 
Risk management
Derivatives
Portfolio management 
liquidity in Financial markets
commodity markets

Selected Publications
Which Beta is Best? on the information content of 
option-implied Betas, european Financial management 
(2015) (with Rainer Baule and Sven Saßning).

Portfolio optimization using Forward-looking information, 
Review of Finance (2015) (with alexander Kempf and Sven 
Saßning).

The Term Structure of illiquidity Premia, Journal of Banking 
& Finance (2012) (with alexander Kempf and marliese 
uhrig-homburg).

Robust Stock option Plans, Review of Quantitative Finance 
and accounting (2012) (with clemens Paschke and marliese 
uhrig-homburg).

The Term Structure of currency hedge Ratios, international 
Journal of Theoretical and applied Finance (2011)  
(with Philipp Koziol).

Teaching
Principles of Finance
investments
Financial Risk management 
Derivatives

Awards and Honors
Research Fellowship, center for Financial Research, 
university of cologne, 2005–present

Visiting academic Scholar award, macquarie university, 
Sydney, australia, 2012

External Activities
advisory Board member, Frankfurt institute for Risk 
management and Regulation 

Program committee member, european Finance association 
annual meetings, Swiss Society for Financial markets 
Research annual meetings 

Third-Party Projects and Funding
understanding and coping with Food markets Volatility 
Towards more Stable World and eu Food Systems,  
european commission, Principal investigator, 2012–2015

The impact of market Frictions on option Prices,  
German Research Foundation (DFG), Principal investigator,  
2016–2018 

Short Biography

Positions
Full Professor of Finance, university of Göttingen,  
2007–present

Full Professor of Finance, Whu – otto-Beisheim School of 
management, Vallendar, 2005–2007 

assistant Professor, university of mannheim, 1999–2005

Research associate, center for european economic 
Research, mannheim, 1993–1999 

Research associate, university of Basel, Switzerland, 
1992–1993

Education
habilitation in Business administration,  
university of mannheim, 2005

Doctorate in Business administration,  
university of mannheim, 1999

Diploma in Statistics,  
Tu Dortmund university, 1992

Phone: +49 551 39-7265
email: olaf.korn@wiwi.uni-goettingen.de
Website: www.finance.uni-goettingen.de
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Nico Lehmann
Assistant Professor 
Chair of Accounting and Auditing

Research Areas
corporate Governance
earnings management
information intermediation 
iFRS / enforcement Regulation

Selected Publications
empirical evidence on the Role of Proxy advisors in 
european capital markets, european accounting Review 
(2017) (with Jörg-markus hitz). 

The Role of corporate Governance in Shaping accruals
manipulation Prior to acquisitions, accounting and 
Business Research (2016).

Teaching
methods in empirical accounting Research
Financial Statement analysis
corporate Governance

Awards and Honors
Florenz Sartorius-Prize for the Best Doctoral Thesis in the 
Business administration Department, university of 
 Göttingen, 2015

 

External Activities
ad hoc Reviewer, British accounting Review, european 
accounting Review, managerial auditing Journal, 
Schmalenbachs Zeitschrift für betriebswirtschaftliche 
Forschung

Third-Party Projects and Funding
economic effects of iFRS adoption: The Role of Selection 
effects and opt-outs, German Research Foundation (DFG), 
co-investigator, 2016–2019

Short Biography

Positions
assistant Professor, university of Göttingen, 2015–present

Visiting Scholar, university of Toronto, canada, 2015

Research associate, university of Göttingen, 2010–2014

Education
Doctorate in accounting,  
university of Göttingen, 2014

master of arts in international Business,  
university of hamburg, 2009

Diploma in Business administration,  
university of hamburg, 2006

Phone: +49 551 39-7427
email: nico.lehmann@wiwi.uni-goettingen.de
Website: www.accounting.uni-goettingen.de
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Alexander Merz
Assistant Professor
Chair of Finance

Research Areas
executive compensation
compensation Disclosure
Financial Risk management 

Selected Publications
accounting and equity-Based compensation: on the 
influence and effectiveness of iFRS 2, Göttingen (2014). 

Teaching
corporate Financial management 
Seminar current Research in Finance

Awards and Honors
Scholarship for a Semester abroad, German academic 
exchange Service, 2006

External Activities
member of the european accounting association

member of the european Finance association

Short Biography

Positions
assistant Professor, university of Göttingen, 2014–present

Research associate, university of Göttingen, 2008–2014

Visiting Researcher, macquarie university, Sydney, 
 australia, 2010

Education
Doctorate in Business administration,  
university of Göttingen, 2014

master of Science in management,  
university of Göttingen, 2008

Bachelor of Science in international Business,  
university of maastricht, The netherlands, 2006

Phone: +49 551 39-7266
email: alexander.merz@wiwi.uni-goettingen.de
Website: www.finance.uni-goettingen.de
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Jan Muntermann
Full Professor 
Chair of Electronic Finance and Digital Markets

Research Areas 
electronic Finance
Financial information Systems
Business intelligence and analytics

Selected Publications
Stock analysts vs. the crowd: mutual Prediction and the
Drivers of crowd Wisdom, information & management
(2016) (with matthias eickhoff). 

Paradoxes and the nature of ambidexterity in iT Trans-
formation Programs, information Systems Research (2015) 
(with Robert W. Gregory, mark Keil, and magnus mähring).

heuristic Theorizing: Proactively Generating Design 
Theories, information Systems Research (2014) (with Robert 
W. Gregory).

a method for Taxonomy Development and its application 
in information Systems, european Journal of information 
Systems (2013) (with upkar Varshney and Robert c. 
nickerson).

an intraday market Risk management approach Based on 
Textual analysis, Decision Support Systems (2011) (with 
Sven S. Groth).

Teaching
Financial information Systems
electronic Securities Trading
corporate Finance
Business intelligence and Decision Support Systems

Awards and Honors
Best Paper award nomination, German academic 
 association for Business Research, 2016

european Research Paper of the year nomination, cioneT,
2015, 2016 

Best completed Research Paper award, PaciS conference, 
association for information Systems, 2015

cci Dissertation Prize, chamber of commerce and industry 
Frankfurt/m., 2007

Third-Party Projects and Funding
GemiDT: Design of mobile information Systems within
the Digital Transformation, lower Saxony ministry of 
Science and culture, Speaker, 2016–2020 

FiRST: large Scale information extraction and integration 
infrastructure for Supporting Financial Decision making,  
european commission, Principal investigator, 2010–2013

Short Biography

Positions
Full Professor of electronic Finance and Digital markets, 
university of Göttingen, 2010–present

assistant Professor, Goethe university Frankfurt,  
2008–2010

Visiting Scholar, london Business School, uK, 2007

Research associate, e-Finance lab, Frankfurt/m.,  
2007–2008

Visiting Researcher, microsoft Research, cambridge, uK, 
2005

Research associate, Goethe university Frankfurt,  
2002–2007

Education
Doctorate in Business administration,  
Goethe university Frankfurt, 2007

Diploma in Business administration,  
Goethe university Frankfurt, 2001

Phone: +49 551 39-20043
email: muntermann@wiwi.uni-goettingen.de
Website: www.efinance.uni-goettingen.de
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Andreas Oestreicher
Full Professor
Chair of Business Taxation

Research Areas
company Taxation
international Taxation
Tax Transfer Pricing
empirical Tax Research
experimental Studies on Taxation

Selected Publications
international Business Taxation, 8th ed., munich (2016) 
(with Dieter endres, andreas Schumacher, and christoph 
Spengel).

Reforming inter-Period loss-offset Provisions, Business 
administration Review (2012) (with Reinald Koch and 
Dorothea Vorndamme).

Taxation and corporate Group Structure: evidence from  
a Sample of european multinationals, Schmalenbach 
Business Review (2012) (with Reinald Koch).

The Revenue consequences of using a common consoli-
dated corporate Tax Base to Determine Taxable income in 
the eu member States, Public Finance analysis (2011)  
(with Reinald Koch).

Teaching
international company Taxation
Group Taxation
Tax Transfer Pricing
company Taxation in the european union
State of the art and methods of empirical Tax Research

Awards and Honors
Best Paper award, German academic association for 
Business Research, 1998

Best Doctoral Dissertation on Taxation, Schitag Foundation, 
1992

External Activities
ad hoc Reviewer, national Tax Journal, Public Finance 
analysis, Review of managerial Sciences, Schmalenbach 
Business Review

member of the Scientific advisory Board, mannheim 
Taxation Sciencecampus

independent Person of Standing, eligible to Become a 
member of the advisory commission as Referred to in the 
eu arbitration convention

Research associate, center for european economic 
Research 

Third-Party Projects and Funding
Behavioral effects of company Taxation, German Research 
Foundation (DFG), Principal investigator, 2014–2016 

options for improving the administrative Framework 
concerning Transfer Pricing adjustment and coordination, 
Foundation of the German Family Businesses,  
co-investigator, 2013–2015

common corporate Tax Base and common enterprise Tax 
Base: economic impact assessment, Federal ministry of 
Finance, Principal investigator, 2012–2013

Short Biography

Positions
Full Professor of Business Taxation, university of Göttingen, 
2001–present

Tax advisor, Pricewaterhousecoopers, Frankfurt/m., 
1999–2000

assistant Professor, university of mannheim, 1992–1998

Research associate, university of mannheim, 1986–1991

Education
habilitation in Business administration,  
university of mannheim, 1999

appointment as German Tax advisor, 1993

Doctorate in Business administration,  
university of mannheim, 1992

Diploma in Business administration,  
university of mannheim, 1985

Phone: +49 551 39-7308
email: andreas.oestreicher@wiwi.uni-goettingen.de
Website: www.idib.de
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The management Group’s research focuses on the design 
and management of organizations that are capable to 
compete effectively in the current economic climate.  
it is composed of five chairs:

human Resources management and asian Business
information management
management and control
organization and corporate Development
Production and logistics

The following researchers work in the management Group:

Full Professors
Fabian J. Froese
Jutta Geldermann
lutz m. Kolbe
indre maurer
michael Wolff

Honorary Professor
Wolfhard Gottschalk

The Group’s research interests include e-mobility, sustainable 
energy economy, corporate governance, social networks, 
and international human resource management. Research 
projects are funded by industry and other external parties 
such as the German Research Foundation (DFG), the Federal 
ministry of education and Research, the Volkswagen 
Foundation, and the european commission. members of 
the Group are well connected to corporate partners and the 
international research community, which includes a foreign 
visiting scholar program.

Prior research has been published in leading international 
journals, including administrative Science Quarterly, 
Strategic management Journal, Journal of management 
Studies, european accounting Review, european Journal of 
operational Research, Journal of organizational Behavior, 
organization Studies, oR Spectrum, Proceedings of the 
international conference on information Systems and 
Research Policy. 

Management Group Business Education Group

The Business education Group’s research focuses on the 
quality and effectiveness of vocational and further educa-
tion training, in particular within commerce and business 
administration. it combines the following chairs:

Business education and human Resource Development 
Business education with focus on educational management

The following researchers work in the Business education 
Group:

Full Professor
Susan Seeber

Key research topics examine the assessment of learning 
outcomes in vocational and higher education, including 
competence measurement, proficiency scaling, and the 
evaluation of teaching and learning conditions. 

a further research area deals with career decisions, and the 
transition from school to vocational education and training, 
including questions of equity and social disparities. a 
special emphasis is placed on the pre-service and in-service 
professionalization of the respective teachers and educators. 
Research efforts of the Group also consider issues in the 
area of educational management, coaching, and consulting. 
in these areas, researchers of the Group investigate the 
efficacy of formalized vocational training, in particular the 
professional development of both teachers and educational 
personnel in vocational education. 

Several research projects are funded by external sources,  
in particular, by the German ministry of education and 
Research and the Bertelsmann Foundation. Research results 
have been published in national and international refereed 
journals, in international edited books on vocational 
education and training and in conference proceedings of 
the american educational Research association and the 
european educational Research association.

Assistant Professors
anna Katharina Bader
Sebastian Firk 
andre hanelt
lars-Peter lauven
Jana oehmichen 
mohan Pyari maharjan

Assistant Professors
christian michaelis
cornelia Tonhäuser
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From left to right:
First row: Nicole Naeve-Stoß (in Göttingen until March 2016), Lutz Kolbe, Anna Katharina Bader, Susan Seeber, Cornelia Tonhäuser,  
Indre Maurer, Lars-Peter Lauven
Second row: Jana Oehmichen, Johann Kranz (in Göttingen until June 2016), Fabian Froese, Jutta Geldermann, Michael Wolff
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Anna Katharina Bader
Assistant Professor
Chair of Human Resources Management and Asian Business

Research Areas
international human Resource management
Diversity management
expatriate management

Selected Publications
Terrorism and expatriate Withdrawal cognitions: The 
Differential Role of Perceived Work and non-Work 
constraints, The international Journal of human Resource 
management (2017) (with carol Reade and  
Fabian J. Froese).

clash of cultures? German expatriates’ Work-life Boundary 
adjustment in South Korea, european management Review 
(2016) (with Fabian J. Froese and albert Kraeh).

expatriates’ influence on the organisational commitment  
of host country nationals in china: The moderating Role  
of individual Values and Status characteristics, european 
Journal of international management (2016) (with Fabian  
J. Froese, andreas achteresch, and Simon Behrens). 

Diversity management in aging Societies: a comparative 
Study of Germany and Japan, management Revue (2016) 
(with Fabian J. Froese and lena Kemper).

culture matters: The influence of national culture on 
inclusion climate, cross-cultural management:  
an inter  national Journal (2016) (with Fabian J. Froese  
and Sebastian Stoermer).

Teaching
international human Resource management
Strategic human Resource Development
human Resource Project

Awards and Honors
Best Reviewer award, international management Division, 
academy of management, 2016

Best Paper award, PeRSonalquarterly, 2016

outstanding Reviewer award, Journal of asia Business 
Studies, 2015 

External Activities
editorial Review Board, cross-cultural and Strategic 
management, Journal of asia Business Studies

ad hoc Reviewer, Journal of World Business, human 
Resource management, international Journal of human 
Resource management, asian Business and management

Third-Party Projects and Funding
The impact of Diversity and inclusion management on
Knowledge exchange and innovation: an international
comparison Between Japan and Germany, Japan Society  
for the Promotion of Science, Researcher, 2014 

Short Biography

Positions
assistant Professor,  
university of Göttingen, 2012–present 

leadership Development manager,  
Vodafone D2 Gmbh, Düsseldorf, 2011–2012

Research associate,  
catholic university of eichstätt-ingolstadt, 2007–2010

Education
Doctorate in Business administration,  
catholic university of eichstätt-ingolstadt, 2012 

Diploma in Pedagogics,  
catholic university of eichstätt-ingolstadt, 2007

Phone: +49 551 39-20493
email: katharina.bader@wiwi.uni-goettingen.de
Website: www.hrm.uni-goettingen.de
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Fabian Jintae Froese
Full Professor 
Chair of Human Resources Management and Asian Business

Research Areas
international human Resource management
expatriation
Diversity management
Talent management

Selected Publications
language, cultural intelligence, and inpatriate Turnover 
intentions: leveraging Values in multinational corporations 
Through inpatriates, management international Review 
(2016) (with Kwanghyun Kim and aileen eng).

Terrorism and expatriate Withdrawal cognitions: The 
Differential Role of Perceived Work and non-Work con-
straints, international Journal of human Resource manage-
ment (2017) (with Katharina Bader and carol Reade). 

lessening the Divide in Foreign Subsidiaries: The influence 
of localization on the organizational commitment and 
Turnover intention of host country nationals, international 
Business Review (2016) (with azusa hitotsuyanagi-hansel 
and yong Suhk Pak).

organizational embeddedness, Turnover intentions, and 
Voluntary Turnover: The moderating effects of employee 
Demographic characteristics and Value orientations, 
Journal of organizational Behavior (2015) (with Vesa 
Peltokorpi and David allen).

expatriate Personality and cultural Fit: The moderating Role 
of host country context on Job Satisfaction, international 
Business Review (2014) (with Vesa Peltokorpi).

Teaching
human Resource management
cross-cultural management
international management
asian Business and management 

Awards and Honors
Best Paper award, european academy of management, 
2014, 2015, 2017

Best Paper award, association of Japanese Business Studies, 
2012, 2015 

Teaching excellence award, Korea university, 2009

External Activities
associate editor, cross cultural & Strategic management, 
Journal of asia Business Studies

editorial Board member, asia Pacific Journal of manage-
ment, Journal of Global mobility

Third-Party Projects and Funding
Knowledge and innovation in, to, and from emerging 
markets, european commission Project, Principal investigator, 
2017–2020 

Global leadership, Volkswagen aG, co-investigator, 
2012–2013

Short Biography

Positions
Full Professor of human Resources management and asian 
Business, university of Göttingen, 2012–present 

Visiting Professor, Kobe university, Japan, 2012, 2014

assistant Professor, Korea university, Seoul, South Korea, 
2007–2012

Research Fellow, Waseda university, Tokyo, Japan,  
2004–2007

Education
Ph.D. in international Studies,  
Waseda university, 2009

Doctorate in international management,  
university of St. Gallen, 2007

Diploma in Business administration,  
university of mannheim, 2003

Phone: +49 551 39-20491
email: ffroese@uni-goettingen.de
Website: www.hrm.uni-goettingen.de
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Jutta Geldermann 
Full Professor 
Chair of Production and Logistics 

Research Areas
modeling and optimization of Production and logistics 
Systems
multi-criteria Decision Support for integrated Technique 
assessment
energy and Resource efficiency
industrial Risk management 

Selected Publications
improving Biorefinery Planning: integration of Spatial Data 
using exact optimization nested in an evolutionary 
Strategy, european Journal of operational Research (2017) 
(with Tim Schröder and lars-Peter lauven).

anlagen- und energiewirtschaft (industrial Plant and energy 
management), Vahlen (2014).

multi-criteria analysis of Grid expansion concepts on the 
low Voltage level, Zeitschrift für energiewirtschaft (2014) 
(with Tobias lühn et al.).

optimizing the Production and Distribution System of 
Bioenergy Villages, international Journal of Production 
economics (2014) (with harald uhlemair and ingo 
 Karschin).

adapting the european approach of Best available 
 Techniques: case Studies from chile and china, Journal  
of cleaner Production (2008) (with hannes Schollenberger 
and martin Treitz).

Teaching
Production management
logistics management
corporate Planning
Sustainable Production

External Activities
editor, euRo Journal on Decision Processes

editorial Board member, european Journal of industrial 
engineering

managing Board member, energy Research center of  
lower Saxony (eFZn)

Third-Party Projects and Funding
neDS – Sustainable energy Supply of lower Saxony, 
Volkswagen Foundation, ministry of Science and culture of 
lower Saxony, Principal investigator, 2015–2019

Resource efficiency in interorganizational networks,  
DFG Research Training Group 1703, Speaker, since 2012

optimizing Pathways and market Systems for enhanced 
competitiveness of Sustainable Bio-energy (BioTeam),  
european commission, Principal investigator, 2013–2016

corporate co2e Footprint of Stadtwerke Göttingen aG, 
Stadtwerke Göttingen aG, Principal investigator, 
 2013–2017

Short Biography

Positions
Full Professor of Production and logistics,  
university of Göttingen, 2006–present

assistant Professor, university of Karlsruhe, 1999–2006

Research associate, university of Karlsruhe, 1996–1999

Education
habilitation in Business administration,  
university of Karlsruhe, 2005

Doctorate in Business administration,  
university of Karlsruhe, 1999

Diploma in industrial engineering,  
university of Karlsruhe, 1996

Phone: +49 551 39-7257
email: geldermann@wiwi.uni-goettingen.de
Website: www.produktion.uni-goettingen.de
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Lutz M. Kolbe
Full Professor 
Chair of Information Management

Research Areas
Smart mobility
information management in Renewable Resources
Digital Transformation
information Technology innovation management

Selected Publications
Driving Business Transformation toward Sustainability: 
exploring the impact of Supporting iS on the Performance 
contribution of eco-innovations, information Systems 
Journal (2017) (with andre hanelt and Sebastian Busse).

Discovering Digital Business models in Traditional 
 industries, Journal of Business Strategy (2017) (with Gerrit 
Remané, andre hanelt, and Robert c. nickerson).

The Business model Pattern Database: a Tool for Systematic 
Business model innovation, international Journal of 
innovation management (2017) (with Gerrit Remané,  
andre hanelt, and Jan F. Tesch).

understanding the influence of absorptive capacity and
ambidexterity on the Process of Business model change, 
information Systems Journal (2016) (with andre hanelt and 
Johann Kranz).

entering the Digital era: The impact of Digital Techno logy-
Related m&as on Business model innovations of auto-
mobile oems, Proceedings of the international conference 
on information Systems (2015) (with Björn hildebrandt, 
andre hanelt, and Sebastian Firk).

Teaching
information management
iT Service management
iT Strategy
entrepreneurship

External Activities
member of the Sino-German institute of Social computing, 
nanjing-Göttingen

member of the energy Research center of lower Saxony

Third-Party Projects and Funding
Statewide electromobility Showcase, Federal ministry for 
economic affairs and energy, Principal investigator, 
2013–2016

Resource efficiency in interorganizational networks, DFG 
Research Training Group 1703, Principal investigator,  
since 2012

Short Biography

Positions
Full Professor of information management,  
university of Göttingen, 2007–present

Research Group leader, institute of information management, 
university of St. Gallen, Switzerland, 2002–2007

managing Director, econsulting Group, Deutsche Bank 
north america, new york, uSa, 2000–2002

Director, advanced Technology Group, Deutsche Bank aG, 
Frankfurt/m., 1997–2000

Research associate, Technical university of Freiberg, 
1994–1997

Education
habilitation in information management,  
university of St. Gallen, 2006

Doctorate in information management,  
Technical university of Freiberg, 1997

master of Science in information Systems,  
Technical university of Braunschweig, 1993

Phone: +49 551 39-4441
email: lkolbe@uni-goettingen.de
Website: www.im.wiwi.uni-goettingen.de
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Lars-Peter Lauven
Assistant Professor
Chair of Production and Logistics

Research Areas 
Bioeconomy
operations Research
energy economics
investment Planning

Selected Publications
improving Biorefinery Planning: integration of Spatial Data 
using exact optimization nested in an evolutionary 
Strategy, european Journal of operational Research (2017) 
(with Tim Schröder and Jutta Geldermann). 

Demand Side integration for electric Transport Vehicles, 
international Journal of energy Sector management (2015) 
(with Johannes Schmidt, norman ihle, and lutz Kolbe). 

an optimization approach to Biorefinery Setup Planning, 
Biomass and Bioenergy (2014).

Determinants of economically optimal cassava-to-ethanol 
Plant capacities with consideration of GhG emissions, 
applied Thermal engineering (2014) (with Beibei liu and 
Jutta Geldermann).

Teaching
Plant and equipment Planning
corporate Planning
Production and logistics
Bachelor and master Seminars

Awards and Honors
Florenz Sartorius-Prize for the Best Doctoral Thesis in the 
Business administration Department, university of Göttin-
gen, 2012

Third-Party Projects and Funding
optimizing Pathways and market Systems for enhanced 
competitiveness of Sustainable Bio-energy (BioTeam),  
european commission, Principal investigator, 2013–2016

Short Biography

Positions
assistant Professor, university of Göttingen, 2012–present

Project Developer for energy economics, energy Research 
center of lower Saxony, Goslar, 2011–2014

Research associate, university of Göttingen, 2008–2012

Education
Doctorate in Production and logistics,  
university of Göttingen, 2011

Diploma in industrial engineering,  
university of Karlsruhe, 2007

Phone: +49 551 39-7783
email: lars.lauven@wiwi.uni-goettingen.de
Website: www.produktion.uni-goettingen.de
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Indre Maurer
Full Professor 
Chair of Organization and Corporate Development

Research Areas 
Social network Relationships
Firm capabilities
innovation

Selected Publications
To continue or not To continue? Drivers of Recurrent 
Partnering in Temporary organizations, organization 
Studies (2016) (with mark ebers). 

how Dynamic capabilities impact the effectiveness and
efficiency of operating Routines under high and low 
levels of environmental Dynamism, British Journal of 
management (2015) (with hendrik Wilhelm and maren 
Schlömer).

connections count: how Relational embeddedness and 
Relational empowerment Foster absorptive capacity, 
Research Policy (2014) (with mark ebers).

The Value of intra-organizational Social capital: how it 
Fosters Knowledge Transfer, Growth and innovation 
Performance, organization Studies (2011) (with Vera 
Bartsch and mark ebers). 

Dynamics of Social capital and Their Performance implica-
tions: lessons from Biotechnology Start-ups, administrative 
Science Quarterly (2006) (with mark ebers).

Teaching
organization Theory and Design
corporate Development and innovation

Awards and Honors
outstanding Teacher award, university of Göttingen, 2014

Best course award, university of cologne, 2009

Best Paper award, German academic association for 
Business Research, 2007

Best Paper award, european Group for organizational 
Studies, 2007

External Activities
Track chair, european Group for organizational Studies

ad hoc Reviewer, Strategic management Journal, 
 organization Studies 

Third-Party Projects and Funding
iShaRe-impact of the Sharing economy in Germany, 
Federal ministry of education and Research, Principal 
investigator, 2015–2018

network Relationships of Sustainability-oriented 
 organizations, Jackstädt Foundation, Principal investigator, 
2013–2014 

Short Biography

Positions
Full Professor of organization and corporate Development, 
university of Göttingen, 2012–present

Visiting Professor, macquarie university, Sydney,  
australia, 2015

assistant Professor, university of cologne, 2005–2012

Visiting Researcher, Stanford university, uSa, 1997, 2009

assistant Professor, augsburg university, 2002–2004

Research associate, augsburg university, 1996–2001

Education
habilitation in Business administration,  
university of cologne, 2011

Doctorate in Business administration,  
augsburg university, 2002

Diploma in Socio-economics,  
augsburg university, 1998

Diploma in Business administration,  
augsburg university, 1996

Phone: +49 551 39-10266
email: indre.maurer@wiwi.uni-goettingen.de
Website: www.organisation.uni-goettingen.de
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Jana Oehmichen
Assistant Professor 
Chair of Management and Control

Research Areas 
comparative corporate Governance
incentive Systems 
corporate Strategy
Sustainability 
international management

Selected Publications
Who needs experts most? Board industry expertise and 
Strategic change: a contingency Perspective, Strategic 
management Journal (2017) (with Sebastian Schrapp and 
michael Wolff).

When elites Forget Their Duties: The Double-edged Sword 
of Prestigious Directors on Boards, Journal of management 
Studies (2017) (with Daniel Braun, Toru yoshikawa, and 
michael Wolff).

embeddedness, ownership mode and Dynamics, and the 
Performance of mne Subsidiaries, Journal of international 
management (2016) (with Jonas Puck).

Keeping Their cards close to Their chest: how non-Dele-
gating ceos avoid Forced career ends, human Resource 
management (2016) (with alexander Schult and michael 
Wolff).

Board Background heterogeneity and exploration-exploita-
tion: The Role of the institutionally adopted Board model, 
Global Strategy Journal (2015) (with mariano l. m. heyden, 
Sven nichting, and henk W. Volberda).

Teaching
international management
Business Strategy
corporate Governance

Awards and Honors
Best Paper award, international corporate  Governance 
Track, european international Business academy, 2016

Best Reviewer award, academy of international Business, 
2014

Best Paper Proceedings, academy of management, 2012

Best Poster award, european international Business 
academy, 2011

External Activities
ad hoc Reviewer, european management Journal, manage-
ment international Review, international Business Review, 
Review of managerial Science, Business & Society

Third-Party Projects and Funding
industry Projects on e.g., employee Stock ownership 
Programs, co-investigator, 2013–present

Board Diversity, German academic exchange Service, 
Principal investigator, 2011

Short Biography

Positions
assistant Professor, university of Göttingen, 2011–present

Postdoctoral Research Fellow, copenhagen Business School, 
Denmark, 2011

Research associate, Karlsruhe institute of Technology, 
2008–2010

Education
Doctorate in management,  
Karlsruhe institute of  Technology, 2010

Diploma in industrial engineering and management, 
Karlsruhe institute of Technology, 2007

Phone: +49 551 39-7495
email: jana.oehmichen@wiwi.uni-goettingen.de
Website: www.management.uni-goettingen.de
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Michael Wolff
Full Professor 
Chair of Management and Control

Research Areas
corporate Governance
Digitalization
corporate Strategy
incentive Systems
Value-Based management

Selected Publications
Who needs experts most? Board industry expertise and 
Strategic change: a contingency Perspective, Strategic 
management Journal (2017) (with Jana oehmichen and 
Sebastian Schrapp).

When elites Forget Their Duties: The Double-edged Sword 
of Prestigious Directors on Boards, Journal of management 
Studies (2017) (with Daniel Braun, Toru yoshikawa, and 
Jana oehmichen).

Drivers of Value creation: The Role of Value-Based manage-
ment and underlying institutions, management accounting 
Research (2016) (with Sebastian Firk and Sebastian 
Schrapp). 

Keeping Their cards close to Their chest: how non-Dele-
gating ceos avoid Forced career ends, human Resource 
management (2016) (with alexander Schult and Jana 
oehmichen).

ceo contract Design Regulation and Risk-Taking, european 
accounting Review (2015) (with Johannes Sauset and 
Phillip Waller).

Teaching
corporate Governance
corporate Strategy
cost accounting
management accounting 

Awards and Honors
Best Paper Proceedings, academy of management, 2016

Best Paper Proceedings, academy of management, 2015

Best Poster award, european international Business 
academy, 2011

External Activities
ad hoc Reviewer, european management Journal, Journal 
of Business, Finance & accounting, Journal of international 
Business Studies

Third-Party Projects and Funding
codetermination in the Financial crises, hans Böckler 
Foundation, Principal investigator, 2015–2018

ownership culture, Siemens aG, Principal investigator, 
2015–2018

Short Biography

Positions
Full Professor of management and control,  
university of Göttingen, 2011–present

Full Professor of corporate Governance,  
Johannes Gutenberg university of mainz, 2010–2011

Visiting Scholar, copenhagen Business School, Denmark, 
2010 

assistant Professor, Karlsruhe institute of Technology, 
2006–2010

Research associate, hhl – leipzig Graduate School of 
management, 2000–2003

Education
Doctorate in Business administration,  
hhl – leipzig Graduate School of management, 2003

Diploma in Business administration,  
Goethe university Frankfurt, 1999

Phone: +49 551 39-7273
email: michael.wolff@wiwi.uni-goettingen.de
Website: www.management.uni-goettingen.de
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Susan Seeber
Full Professor 
Chair of Business Education and Human Resource Development

Research Areas
large-Scale assessments in Vocational education and 
Training (VeT)
measurement of Professional competencies in Business, 
administration, and Sustainability management
Social Disparities in Transition from School to Work
national Reporting on VeT

Selected Publications
Social competence: a Review, competence-Based 
 Vocational and Professional education, heidelberg (2016) 
(with eveline Wittmann).

The Development of mathematical competency in Different 
Prevocational Training Programmes of the Transition System, 
empirical Research in Vocational education and Training 
(2016) (with Simon Weißeno, Janna Kosanke, and 
 constanze Stange). 

assessing the Return on investment in human Resource 
Development: Theory and Practice, human Resource 
management Practices: assessing added Value, heidelberg 
(2015) (with cornelia Tonhäuser).

The impact of international large-Scale assessments on 
Work-Related educational monitoring and Policy-making  
in Germany, Research in comparative and international 
education (2013) (with Rainer lehmann).

Teaching
Research methods in Social Science
Diagnostic and evaluation in VeT
Social Disparities in Transition from School to Work
comparative analysis of VeT in europe
evidence-Based Policy in european VeT
learning and Teaching Research in Business education

External Activities
consultancy for the Federal office for Professional 
 education and Technology of the Swiss confederation

member of the expert Group for the German national 
Report on education

Third-Party Projects and Funding
Simulation-Based measurement and Validation of a 
competence model for Sustainability management,  
Federal ministry of education and Research, Principal 
investigator, 2016–2018

Sustainability management in Vocational education and 
Training, Federal institute for Vocational education and 
Training, Principal investigator, 2016–2019

Systematic analyses of Relations Between Pofessional 
Qualification, occupational Position, Work context and 
Political Participation, Federal ministry of education and 
Research, Principal investigator, 2016–2019

Short Biography

Positions
Full Professor of Business education and human Resource 
Development, university of Göttingen, 2010–present

Senior Researcher and coordinator of the German national 
Report on education, German institute for international 
educational Research, Frankfurt/m., 2006–2010

assistant Professor, humboldt-university of Berlin,  
1995–2006

Research associate, humboldt-university of Berlin, 
1989–1992

Education
habilitation in Business education,  
university of hamburg, 2008

Doctorate in Business education,  
humboldt-university of Berlin, 1992

Diploma in Business education,  
humboldt-university of Berlin, 1989

Phone: +49 551 39-4421
email: susan.seeber@wiwi.uni-goettingen.de
Website: www.wirtschaftspaedagogik.uni-goettingen.de
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Cornelia Tonhäuser
Assistant Professor 
Junior Professorship in Business Education with focus on Educational Management

Research Areas 
educational management
effectiveness and efficiency of Vocational Training
Professionalization and Professional Development of 
Teachers in Business education and educational Personnel 
coaching 

Selected Publications
Determinants of Transfer of Training: a comprehensive 
literature Review, international Journal for Research in 
Vocational education and Training (2016) (with laura 
Büker). 

assessing the Return on investments in human Resource
Development: Theory and Practice, human Resource 
management Practices: assessing added Value, heidelberg 
(2015) (with Susan Seeber).

approaches for Developing Vocational education Schools 
Given the challenges of Demographic Trend, Zeitschrift für 
Berufs- und Wirtschaftspädagogik (2014) (with laura 
Büker). 

implementation of coaching as an instrument of human 
Resource Development in German large companies, 
Frankfurt/m. (2010). 

lecture notes and Teacher expertise: conditions for 
modification, Zeitschrift für Pädagogik (2002) (with  
hans Fischler, hans-Joachim Schröder, and Peter Zedler).
 

Teaching
educational management
Development Processes and Professionalization in 
 Vocational education

Short Biography

Positions
assistant Professor, university of Göttingen, 2012–03/2017

education manager, KmG Bildungsakademie gGmbh,  
Bad Wilsnack, 2010–2011

Research associate, university of erfurt, 2000–2002

Education
Doctorate in educational Science,  
university of erfurt, 2009

Diploma in educational Science,  
university of erfurt, 2000

Phone: +49 551 39-4418
email: cornelia.tonhaeuser@wiwi.uni-goettingen.de
Website: www.bildungsmanagement.uni-goettingen.de
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The marketing and channel management Group’s research 
focuses on the management of products and services that 
provide long-term value for customers and all stakeholders 
involved. The Group combines the following chairs:

application Software and e-Business
marketing and consumer Behavior
marketing and innovation management 
Retailing

The following researchers work in the marketing and 
channel management Group:

Full Professors
yasemin Boztuğ
maik hammerschmidt
matthias Schumann
Waldemar Toporowski

Honorary Professor
Rainer lademann

Value chains must span the boundaries of single firms and 
integrate all exchange partners, from initial suppliers to end 
customers. Therefore the Group’s research areas encompass 
organizational and individual buying and use behavior, 
with a special focus on sustainable consumption, techno-
logy and innovation strategies, multi-channel management 
approaches, and performance management. Research 
efforts also consider firms’ increasing demand for infor-
mation and communication technologies, as they optimize 
the interfaces between value-adding activities. 

in order to assist with managerial decision making 
 processes, the Group’s research employs state-of-the-art 
experimental, econo metric, and modeling techniques.  
leading international journals consistently  acknowledge the 
importance of the Group’s research, as their results are 

Marketing and Channel Management Group

regularly published in the Journal of marketing, Journal of 
the association for consumer Research, Journal of the 
academy of marketing Science, Journal of Service 
Research, annals of Tourism Research, european Journal of 
operational Research, Journal of applied econometrics, 
marketing letters, Journal of Business Research, Proceed-
ings of the international conference on information 
Systems, Business & information Systems engineering, and 
Journal of cleaner Production.

in addition, organizations such as the German Research 
Foundation (DFG), the european commission, and the 
Federal ministry of education and Research frequently fund 
research projects of Group members. The Group’s research 
contributions have received numerous awards, including 
recognition from the american marketing association and 
the emerald literati network. additionally, most Group 
members serve as editorial or review board members of 
international journals. 

Furthermore, members of the Group intensively cooperate 
with leading universities worldwide such as the Wharton 
School of the university of Pennsylvania (uSa), northwest-
ern university (uSa), the university of Queensland 
(australia), massey university (new Zealand), and Ghent 
university (Belgium). most researchers engage in partner-
ships with companies from diverse industries in order to 
ensure the managerial relevance of their research. each 
year, the Group hosts a theory- meets-practice lecture  
series. This allows top managers from national and inter-
national companies to exchange ideas with the Group and 
outline the most influential marketing topics.

Assistant Professors
ossama elshiewy
Steffen Jahn
Welf Weiger 
hauke Wetzel
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From left to right:
First row: Till Dannewald (in Göttingen until September 2016), Maik Hammerschmidt, Matthias Schumann, Yasemin Boztuğ,  
Waldemar Toporowski
Second row: Hauke Wetzel, Steffen Jahn, Ossama Elshiewy
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Yasemin Boztuğ
Full Professor
Chair of Marketing and Consumer Behavior

Research Areas
Discrete choice modeling
Food marketing
nonparametric and Semi-Parametric models in marketing
Pricing Strategy
market Basket analysis

Selected Publications
Differences Between classical and Bayesian estimates for 
mixed logit models: a Replication Study, Journal of applied 
econometrics (2017) (with ossama elshiewy and German 
Zenetti).

Seduced by the label: how the Recommended Serving Size 
on nutrition labels affects Food Sales, Journal of the 
association for consumer Research (2016) (with ossama 
elshiewy and Steffen Jahn).

The hybrid Tourist, annals of Tourism Research (2015) (with 
nazila Babakhani, christian laesser, and Sara Dolnicar).

consumer Response to monochrome Guideline Daily 
amount nutrition labels, Food Policy (2015) (with hans-
Jørn Juhl, ossama elshiewy, and morten Berg Jensen). 

Detecting Price Thresholds in choice models using a 
Semi-Parametric approach, oR Spectrum (2014) (with  
lutz hildebrandt and Kalyan Raman).

Teaching
consumer Behavior
Pricing Strategy
marketing Research 
introduction to marketing Research

Awards and Honors
Peter Keller Price, international association of Scientific 
experts in Tourism, 2015 

James Whyte Visiting Research Fellowship, university of 
Queensland, Brisbane, australia, 2014

External Activities
editorial Board member, Journal of Research and management 

associate editor, computational Statistics

ad hoc Reviewer, marketing Science, european Journal of 
operational Research, Review of managerial Science, 
 Journal of Business economics

Third-Party Projects and Funding
Transformation of Global agri-Food Systems, DFG Research 
Training Group 1666, co-Speaker and Principal investigator, 
2015–2019

literature in the Digital age, DFG Research Training Group 
1787, co-investigator, 2013–2017

Food labelling to advance Better education for life,  
european commission, Principal investigator, 2008–2012

Short Biography

Positions
Full Professor of marketing and consumer Behavior,  
university of Göttingen, 2009–present

associate Professor, aarhus university, Denmark,  
2008–2009 

Visiting associate Professor, aarhus university, Denmark, 
2007–2008

assistant Professor, humboldt-university of Berlin,  
2002–2007

Research associate, humboldt-university of Berlin, 
1997–2002

Education
habilitation in Business administration,  
humboldt-university of Berlin, 2008 

Doctorate in marketing,  
humboldt-university of Berlin, 2002 

Diploma in Business mathematics,  
Technical university of Berlin, 1997

Phone: +49 551 39-7328
email: boztug@wiwi.uni-goettingen.de
Website: www.marketing.uni-goettingen.de
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Ossama Elshiewy
Assistant Professor
Chair of Marketing and Consumer Behavior

Research Areas
Discrete choice modeling
marketing-mix models for FmcG
hierarchical Bayes and consumer heterogeneity
Food marketing

Selected Publications
Differences Between classical and Bayesian estimates for 
mixed logit models: a Replication Study, Journal of applied 
econometrics (2017) (with German Zenetti and yasemin 
Boztuğ).

‘low Fat’ but high in Sugar: consumer Response to 
misleading nutrition claims, advances in consumer 
Research (2016) (with Steffen Jahn, Tim Döring, and 
yasemin Boztuğ).

Seduced by the label: how the Recommended Serving Size 
on nutrition labels affects Food Sales, Journal of the 
association for consumer Research (2016) (with Steffen 
Jahn and yasemin Boztuğ).

consumer Response to monochrome Guideline Daily 
amount nutrition labels, Food Policy (2015) (with  
yasemin Boztuğ, hans-Jørn Juhl, and morten Berg Jensen).

Teaching
Panel Data analysis in marketing
Discrete choice modeling

Awards and Honors
Florenz Sartorius-Prize for the Best Doctoral Thesis in  
the Business administration Department, university of 
 Göttingen, 2016 

Finalist for Best Paper award Based on a Doctoral 
 Dissertation, european marketing academy, 2013

External Activities
member of the center for Statistics at the university  
of Göttingen 

Program committee member and Session chair,   
conference of the SaS users in Research and Development

ad hoc Reviewer, computational Statistics, empirical 
economics, european marketing academy, american 
marketing association

Third-Party Projects and Funding
Food labelling to advance Better education for life,  
european commission, Researcher, 2010–2011

Short Biography

Positions
assistant Professor, university of Göttingen, 2015–present

Research associate, university of Göttingen, 2010–2015

Research assistant, fu:stat – Statistics consulting unit, Berlin, 
2008–2010

Teaching assistant for Statistics,  
Free university of Berlin, 2006–2008

Education
Doctorate in marketing,  
university of Göttingen, 2015

Diploma in Business administration,  
Free university of Berlin, 2009

Phone: +49 551 39-7269
email: elshiewy@wiwi.uni-goettingen.de
Website: www.marketing.uni-goettingen.de
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Maik Hammerschmidt
Full Professor 
Chair of Marketing and Innovation Management

Research Areas
marketing Performance
Service innovations
e-Business and Social media
corporate Social Responsibility

Selected Publications
can Doing Good lead to Doing Poorly? Firm Value 
implications of cSR in the Face of cSi, Journal of the 
academy of marketing Science (2017) (with isabell lenz 
and hauke Wetzel).

channels in the mirror: an alignable model for assessing 
customer Satisfaction in concurrent channel Systems, 
Journal of Service Research (2016) (with Tomas Falk and 
Bert Weijters).

Gratitude Versus entitlement: a Dual Process model of the 
Profitability implications of customer Prioritization, Journal 
of marketing (2014) (with hauke Wetzel and alex Zablah).

Principles and Principals: Do customer Stewardship and 
agency control compete or complement when Shaping 
Frontline employee Behavior?, Journal of marketing (2012) 
(with Jeroen Schepers, Tomas Falk, Ko De Ruyter, and ad 
De Jong). 

Teaching
innovation management
Strategic marketing
marketing Performance management

Awards and Honors
Best Paper award, metrics for making marketing matter 
Track, american marketing association, 2017

overall Best Paper award, american marketing association, 
2010

Best Paper award, The Sheth Foundation, 2007

External Activities
associate editor, information Systems conference

Track chair, academy of marketing Science World 
 marketing congress

member of the SaP Business Transformation academy

Blue-Ribbon Panel member for the innovation award of 
lower Saxony

Third-Party Projects and Funding
how Firms Should React to Social misconduct, German 
Research Foundation (DFG), Principal investigator,  
2014–2017

Sales Forecasting in the automotive industry, industry Grant, 
co-investigator, 2013–2014

Strategies of Smes on electronic markets, industrial 
Research Foundation, co-investigator, 2001–2003

Short Biography

Positions
Full Professor of marketing and innovation management, 
university of Göttingen, 2010–present

Visiting Researcher, The Pennsylvania State university,  
State college, uSa, 2009

Visiting Researcher, eindhoven university of Technology, 
The netherlands, 2009

assistant Professor, university of mannheim, 2005–2010

Research associate, university of mannheim, 1999–2005

Education
habilitation in Business administration,  
university of mannheim, 2011

Doctorate in marketing, university of mannheim, 2005

Diploma in Business administration,  
university of  mannheim, 1999

Phone: +49 551 39-20061
email: maik.hammerschmidt@wiwi.uni-goettingen.de
Website: www.innovationsmanagement.uni-goettingen.de 
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Steffen Jahn
Assistant Professor 
Chair of Marketing and Consumer Behavior

Research Areas
hedonic and collective consumption experiences
motivation and Self-Regulation
Brand attachment

Selected Publications
Flagship Stores for FmcG national Brands: Do They 
improve Brand cognitions and create Favorable consumer 
Reactions?, Journal of Retailing and consumer Services 
(2017) (with Tim nierobisch, Waldemar Toporowski,  
and Till Dannewald).

Seduced by the label: how the Recommended Serving Size 
on nutrition labels affects Food Sales, Journal of the 
association for consumer Research (2016) (with ossama 
elshiewy and yasemin Boztuğ).

Towards a Design model for the interdisciplinary curricu-
lum Development, as exemplified by Big Data analytics 
education, Proceedings of the european conference on 
information Systems (2014) (with Frieder Jacobi, Robert 
Krawatzeck, Barbara Dinter, and anja lorenz).

Trust, commitment, and older Women: exploring Brand 
attachment Differences in the elderly Segment, Psychology 
& marketing (2012) (with hansjörg Gaus and Tina 
 Kiessling).

creating loyalty in collective hedonic Services: The Role of 
Satisfaction and Psychological Sense of community, 
Schmalenbach Business Review (2012) (with Jan Drengner 
and hansjörg Gaus).
 
Teaching
international marketing
consumer Science & Public Policy
consumer Behavior

Awards and Honors
Best conceptual Paper award, entrepreneurship Division, 
academy of management, 2016

overall Best Paper award, american marketing association, 
2013

Jose maria Veciana Best Paper award, Research in 
 entrepreneurship and Small Business, 2010

External Activities
ad hoc Reviewer, Journal of the academy of marketing 
Science, international Journal of Research in marketing, 
Journal of advertising, Psychology and aging, Review of 
managerial Science, Journal of Sport management, Journal 
for east european management Studies, international 
Journal of entrepreneurship and innovation management, 
marketing Review St. Gallen

Short Biography

Positions
assistant Professor, university of Göttingen, 2013–present

Research associate, chemnitz university of Technology, 
2006–2013

Education
Doctorate in marketing,  
chemnitz university of Technology, 2012

Diploma in Business administration,  
chemnitz university of Technology, 2005

Phone: +49 551 39-7407
email: steffen.jahn@wiwi.uni-goettingen.de
Website: www.marketing.uni-goettingen.de
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Matthias Schumann
Full Professor
Chair of Application Systems and E-Business

Research Areas 
Resource conservation Through information Technology 
usage
Smart Factory
information Systems for Financial Service Providers
Workplace Digitization
Knowledge and education management 
Business Decisions and Social network Services content

Selected Publications
Traceability System for capturing, Processing and Providing
consumer-Relevant information about Wood Products:
System Solution and its economic Feasibility, Journal of 
cleaner Production (2016) (with Shanna appelhanz, 
Victoria-Sophie osburg, and Waldemar Toporowski). 

learning Procedural Knowledge using augmented Reality 
applications on Smart Glasses: Requirements and 
 conceptual Design, international conference of education, 
Research and innovation Proceedings (2016) (with 
 Sebastian hobert). 

leveraging Green iS in logistics: Developing an artifact  
for Greenhouse Gas emission Tracking, Business & 
 information Systems engineering (2013) (with hendrik 
hilpert and Johann Kranz). 

Teaching
information Systems in manufacturing industry
information Systems for Service Providers
modeling and System Development
integrated application Systems
application of internet Technologies in Businesses

Awards and Honors
member of the Senate, university of Göttingen,  
2011–present

Vice President, university of Göttingen, 2001–2005

External Activities
chairman of the advisory council, German credit 
 management association

advisory Board member, Wirtschaftsinformatik & 
 management

editorial Board member, Göttingen university Press

Board of management member, Promotion of economic 
Development area Göttingen

Reviewer for information Systems Journals

Third-Party Projects and Funding
Simulation-Based measurement and Validation of a 
competence model for Sustainability management,  
Federal ministry of education and Research, Principal 
investigator, 2016–2018

Resource efficiency in interorganizational networks, DFG 
Research Training Group 1703, Principal investigator,  
since 2012

internet economy, Federal ministry of education and 
Research, Principal investigator and coordinator of 
mediaconomy, 2003–2006

Short Biography

Positions
Full Professor of application Systems and e-Business, 
university of Göttingen, 1991–present

assistant Professor, university of erlangen-nuremberg, 
1988–1990

Visiting Scholar, iBm Scientific center, los angeles,  
uSa, 1987

Research associate, university of erlangen-nuremberg, 
1983–1986

Education
habilitation in Business administration,  
university of erlangen-nuremberg, 1990

Doctorate in Business administration,  
university of erlangen-nuremberg, 1986

Diploma in Business administration,  
university of Göttingen, 1983

Phone: +49 551 39-4442
email: mschuma1@uni-goettingen.de
Website: www.as.wiwi.uni-goettingen.de
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Waldemar Toporowski
Full Professor 
Chair of Retailing

Research Areas
marketing channels
Retail Brands
multi-channel Retailing
Self-Service information Technologies
Sustainability

Selected Publications
Flagship Stores for FmcG national Brands: Do They 
improve Brand cognitions and create Favorable consumer 
Reactions?, Journal of Retailing and consumer Services 
(2017) (with Tim nierobisch, Till Dannewald, and Steffen 
Jahn). 

consumer acceptance of Wood-Polymer composites:  
a conjoint analytical approach with a Focus on innovative 
and environmentally concerned consumers, Journal of 
cleaner Production (2016) (with Victoria-Sophie osburg 
and micha Strack).

Why Do customers use Self-Service information Technolo-
gies in Retail? The mediating effect of Perceived Service 
Quality, Journal of Retailing and consumer Services (2014) 
(with Katrin Kallweit and Philipp Spreer).

Transport-Related co2 effects of online and Brick-and- 
mortar Shopping: a comparison and Sensitivity analysis  
of clothing Retailing, Transportation Research Part D: 
Transport and environment (2012) (with anne Wiese and 
Stephan Zielke).

Teaching
marketing
Retail management
Supply chain management
Distribution
marketing Research

Awards and Honors
highly commended Paper award, colloquium on european 
Research in Retailing, 2016 

Best Paper award, institute for Sustainable leadership, 2015

highly commended Paper award, emerald literati network, 
2013

External Activities
advisory Board member, european Retail Research 

editor, Scientific Journal Series Göttinger handels wissen-
schaft liche Schriften

ad hoc Reviewer, Journal of Business economics, Journal of 
cleaner Production, european Journal of operational 
Research

Third-Party Projects and Funding
Resource efficiency in interorganizational networks,  
DFG Research Training Group 1703, Principal investigator, 
since 2012

Short Biography

Positions
Full Professor of Retailing, university of Göttingen,  
2004–present

Stand-in Professor of Business economics and international 
management, university of Bayreuth, 2002–2003

assistant Professor, university of cologne, 1996–2001

Research associate, university of cologne, 1991–1995

Research associate, university of Trier, 1989–1991

Education
habilitation in Business administration,  
university of cologne, 2002

Doctorate in Business administration,  
university of cologne, 1995

Diploma in Business mathematics,  
university of Trier, 1989

Phone: +49 551 39-4447
email: wtoporo@uni-goettingen.de
Website: www.handel.uni-goettingen.de
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Hauke Wetzel
Assistant Professor 
Chair of Marketing and Innovation Management

Research Areas
Brand management
Business-to-Business marketing
corporate Social Responsibility
customer Relationship management
marketing Performance management

Selected Publications
can Doing Good lead to Doing Poorly? Firm Value 
implications of cSR in the Face of cSi, Journal of the 
academy of marketing Science (2017) (with isabell lenz 
and maik hammerschmidt).

leveraging marketer-generated appeals in online Brand 
communities: an individual user-level analysis, Journal of 
Service management (2017) (with Welf Weiger and maik 
hammerschmidt). 

customer Status in Sales management: Dos and Don’ts, 
marketing Review St. Gallen (2015) (with Sebastian Klein 
and maik hammerschmidt).

Gratitude Versus entitlement: a Dual Process model of the 
Profitability implications of customer Prioritization, Journal 
of marketing (2014) (with maik hammerschmidt and alex 
R. Zablah).

Teaching
innovation management
marketing Performance management
Project Seminar 

Awards and Honors
Dissertation award, marketing Foundation, 2012

Finalist for German market Research award, Professional 
association of German market and Social Researchers, 
2012

american marketing association Sheth Doctoral 
 consortium Fellowship, 2011

Best Paper award, inter-organizational issues in marketing 
Track, american marketing association, 2010

External Activities
ad hoc Reviewer, Journal of the academy of marketing 
Science, european Journal of marketing, academy of 
marketing Science  conferences, american marketing 
association conferences, Schmalenbach Business Review

Track chair, academy of marketing Science World 
 marketing congress

Third-Party Projects and Funding
The effect of Self-Determination on user engagement, 
German academic exchange Service, co-investigator, 2015

how Firms Should React to Social misconduct, German 
Research Foundation (DFG), co-investigator, 2014–2017

Sales Forecasting in the automotive industry, industry Grant, 
Researcher, 2013–2014

Short Biography

Positions
assistant Professor, university of Göttingen, 2012–present

Visiting Researcher, massey university, auckland,  
new Zealand, 2015

Visiting Researcher, oklahoma State university, Stillwater, 
uSa, 2010

Research associate, university of mannheim, 2008–2011

Education
Doctorate in marketing,  
university of mannheim, 2011

Diploma in Business administration,  
university of  mannheim, 2008

Phone: +49 551 39-20069
email: hauke.wetzel@wiwi.uni-goettingen.de
Website: www.innovationsmanagement.uni-goettingen.de
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coNtact
Dr. melanie Klett 
coordinator and Program manager
Georg-august-universität Göttingen

Faculty of economic Sciences
Department of Business administration
Phone: +49 551 39-7280
email: melanie.klett@wiwi.uni-goettingen.de
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